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AUTHOR'S NOTE.

T

HE mere attainment of its Centenary by any
Institution is in itself often considered a sufficient
justification for the writing of its history. We
believe however, that there are grounds other than a
tribute of reverence to old age to justify the publication of this little volume.
The School known at present as the Knowl Bank
Council School reached its hundredth birthday
in 1916, while the Great War was still raging. It
therefore attains the age of 110 during the current year
(1926). We found considerable difficulty in unearthing particulars of its early life, for those were the
days when little thought was given to records, so that
frequently only such records survived as the memory
(often untrustworthy) of those taking part in the
meetings could carry, to pass into oblivion along
with the "passing away" of the persons concerned.
We feel, however, that though the early records are
not as full as we could like them to be, the fact that
the School as an educational institution has fulfilled
a useful purpose, and is continuing to do so,_ makes it
a worthy object for historical research. In the hope,
therefore, that the information gathered concerning
its past, and its various activities in more modem
(vii)

-times, may be preserved to future generations, we
present to old scholars and the general public this
Story of the School.
There is one gentleman to whom we owe much in
the compilation of this little history-Mr. John Sykes,
Solicitor, Market Place, Huddersfield. Mr. Sykes, a
gentleman who has devoted much time to the study
of local history, may be considered an authority on the
imbject. He most readily placed his wide and accurate
knowledge at our disposal, and was thus largely
instrumental in making the earlier sections of the book
eminently trustworthy. We tender to him our
sincere thanks.
We much regret that in spite of the most painstaking
efforts, we have been unable to obtain photographs of
the earlier masters of the School, beyond those of
Mr. & Mrs. Silvester Sykes, which Mr. Edwin Sykes
kindly lent.
We have enlisted the help (readiiy given) of two
former scholars-Mr. Edgar W. Crabtree and Mr.
Alfred Livesey, the former to write a foreword to the
book, and the latter a short chapter on the present
Headmaster of the School. Our thanks are hereby
offered to Mr. Crabtree and Mr. Livesey.
Though
in agreement with most of their statements, , it may
be as well perhaps to take the precaution usually
taken by editors and say '' we do not necessarily
identify ourselves with the views expressed."
JOHN GRIFFITHS.
Carlton Terrace,

Golcar,
October 1st, 1926.

FOREWORD.

I

N taking up my pen to write a Foreword for the
Story of the Lower-Town-Knowl Bank School, I
am struck with the similarity of its career to the
human individual. A child is always looked upon
kindly and helped by those ·around it. Afterwarda,
when it has grown up, it has to fight for its own hand,
and in doing so it makes what might be called enemie~,
and at any rate faces difficulties and opposition.
The History, of which this book is a record, shows
that at its start and for many years the School had
the full support of all classes in this part of the township .. Afterwards, when it had arrived at maturity,
other Educational Agencies had arisen, and it found
itself, with many ups and downs, fighting hard against
powerful and vested interests though always finding
loyal and stout supporters, but the crucial time of its
life was, however, during the early years of the first
School Board. At that time the Huddersfield Boa.rd
School at Goit Field, Longwood, was overcrowded,
and as it contained a large number of Golcar children
the Huddersfield Board, quite rightly, insisted that
these children should be taken out and provided for
by Golcar. The Golcar Board considered the question,
and a. motion was introduced to close down the Town
School, and erect a Board School at Scar Lane Bridge
to meet the claims of the children at the East End of
IX

Golcar, and of those parents in the centre of the Township who insisted on Undenominational Education,
the remainder to find room in the National School.
Bearing in mind the intense feeling of that day in
regard to what was called the Religious Question, one
can well believe that the proposal was strenuously
debated, and had it won, would have been an end to
the Town School. As, however, it did not pass, Crow
Lane was built, and the Town School enlarged, with
its name altered to "Knowl Bank." I am happy to
think that the intolerance of those days on the
Re1igious Question is now passing away, and hope that
in the near future there will be only one type of
Elementary School in the land, thoroughly up-to-date
in buildings to ensure the health of the children, also
in equipment, in staff, and above all an agreed system
of sound religious education drawn from the teaching
and lessons of the Bible.
In the past "Knowl Bank" has done its duty.
Old scholars can look back with pride and satisfaction
on its work. To-day many of the children of the
Township are within its walls. These children are the
men and women of the future, and as an Educationalist
I would like to ask the old scholars and parents to
encourage all they possibly can the Educational
Authorities and the Staff to see that its children have
the fullest opportunity of having that Eduoatfoa
which shall make them good and useful citizens, and
ao carry on the glorious traditions of the School.
EDGAR W. CRABTREE.

X

STORY OF THE GOLCAR
TOWN SCHOOL.

I
INTRODUCTION.
GUDLAGESARC.
The Golcar Town School can boast of a,
history extending over rather more than a
century. Golcar itself may claim association
with the Domesday Book of William the
Conqueror, 840 years ago, where we are told
that it paid the sum of ten shillings (presumably to the King) in the time of Edward
the Confessor.
One of William's prime favourites was
Ilbert de Laci, to whom he gave no fewer
than 204 manors in Yorkshire. Golcar was
one of them. The spelling of the name, however, in the Domesday Book is very different
from what it is to-dav. Indeed, such a
change has taken place in the name, that one
modern writer "imagines that with no other
place on earth has the fancy of illiterate
writers played such tricks as have been played
with the name of this village." In the Domesday Book it appears as GUDLAGESARC.
As to its derivation and meaning there is a
divergence of opinion with regard to the latter
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half of the name, some holding that the ending
signifies "scar," a rock, while others are of
the opinion that it is "arg," a shieling or
cow-pasture, while others again make "arg"
to mean an altar or sacred enclosure. All are
agreed, however, that the first syllable " Gol"
is a corruption of the personal name Guthlac.
We have therefore to make our choice of
(1) Guthlac's Rock, (2) Guthlac's Shieling, or
(3) Guthlac's Chapel, as our explanation of
the word.
Golcar is referred to in the Domesday Book
as follows : In Gudlagesarc (Golcar) Leuine held half a carucate
(60 acres) of land to be taxed, and there may be
half work for one plough. Now Dunstan holds it of
Ilbert, but it is waste. 'l'.R.E. (Tempore Regis
Edwardi = In the time of King Edward) it paid ten
shillings. Wood pasture, 1 mile long, -½ Mile wide.

A great Roman road, joining Manchester
and York, passed near Golcar (through Slack,
Outlane) where recent excavations have
revealed the existence of a Roman camp,
i!Upposed to be the Roman Cambodunum.
It is interesting, even amusing, to note the
various ways in which the name of this village
has been spelt down the centuries; As we
have seen, it is Gudlagesarc (and Gudlagesarge)
in the Domesday Book (1086). The Wakefield
Court Rolls in 1272 have it Gouthelaghcharthes, but the Yorkshire Inquisitions (1286)
simplify it into Goutlacharres. In the 14th
Century it takes two forms in the Wakefield
Court Rolls, namely, Gouthlacharwes and
Gouclocharwes. Dewsbury Church gives us
2

another variant still in the 14th CenturyGouldelakekerres. Before the end of the
14th Century (1398), however, a much simpler
form is given in Dodsworth's notes-Guldecar.
Yorkshire Deeds in 1438 have Gowlkar, and
Halifax Wills (1481) Goulkery. It is worthy
of notice that in Yorkshire Fines (1535), the
present-day spelling is to be found-Golcar,
though it must not be thought that that
spelling was the invariable rule afterwards,
for on a map of the Savile Estate, in 1715,
appears Gowker, an attempt no doubt to
make the spelling fit in with the native
pronunciation. It will be seen then that
Golcar has something to be thankful for, in
that it has not been saddled with one of the
spelling monstrosities of the 11 th to the 13th
Centuries in regard to its name.
THE SITE AND HOW OBTAINED.
THE INCLOSURE ACT AND AWARD.
In order that the reader may understand
how the land which formed the site of the
School and Schoolhouse became vested in the
Trustees for the benefit of the School, it is
necessary to refer to the Golcar Inclosure Act
and Award. Prior to the passing of the Act,
there were two large tracts of common land,
known as Wholestone Moor and Bolster Moor,
together with numerous other smaller parcels
of land in different parts of the Township,
which contained in the aggregate an area of
330 acres, and as we shall see presently, it was
upon one of these smaller parcels of waste or
uninclosed land that the original School and
2.
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Schoolhouse were erected in the year 1816,
four years before the passing of the Act,
which received the Royal Assent on the 20th
June, 1820.
Mr. William Pilkington, of Thorne, near
Doncaster, and Mr. Frederick Jones, of
Milnsbridge, two well-known Land Surveyors,
were by the Act appointed Commissioners for
the purpose of setting out, dividing, and
allotting the common among the persons
interested therein, and they had to make
their Award within three years from the
passing of the Act. The Commissioners were
required (among other things) to set out and
allot to the Surveyors of the Highways
certain pieces of land, not exceeding in the
whole 4 acres, for public stone quarries, for
the purpose of getting stone and gravel for
repairing the highways, and after all the
stone had been got, the Act provided that the
allotments should be sold by public auction,
and conveyed to any person willing to become
the purchaser, and that the purchase money
should be applied in repairing the highways.
The Commissioners made their award on the
21st June, 1823, and the two plots of land
comprising the site of the School premises
were awarded as follows:-" To James Hall,
of Golcar, in the County of York, Innkeeper,
an allotment or parcel of land situate on
Golcar Hill containing 38 perches (including
an encroachment containing 26 perches)
bounded Eastward by an allotment sold and
therein awarded to Joseph Hall, and an
ancient enclosure belonging to Sir Joseph
4

Radcliffe, Baronet, Westward by an allotment sold and therein awarded to John
Taylor, Northward by the Golcar Hill and
Swallow Lane Road, and Southward by an
allotment therein awarded to the Surveyors
of Highways for the Township of Golcar."
The other allotment was allotted to the
Surveyors of Highways for a stone quarry
by the following description :-" One allotment, or parcel of land on Knowl Bank
containing 35 perches bounded Eastward by
an allotment sold and therein awarded to
Joseph Hall, Westward by an allotment sold
and therein awarded to John Taylor, Northward by an allotment awarded to James Hall,
and Southward by Knowl Bank Road" (now
Handel Street).
The first-mentioned allotment was conveyed
by James Hall to thirteen Trustees, namely:Matthew Sykes, Joseph Hall, John Pearson,
William Ramsden, John Hinchliffe, Benjamin
Hall, John Lockwood, George Livesey, Joseph
Rawcliffe, Daniel Ainley, John Taylor, John
Ramsden, and Daniel Dyson, by a Conveyance
dated 23rd September, 1823. The recitals in
this Conveyance state that such of the several
inhabitants within the Township of Golcar as
were resident on the north side thereof,
being desirous of erecting a school for the
education of children, had entered into
voluntary contributions for that purpose, and
that a school and schoolhouse had been built
at considerable expense upon part of the
waste lands then uninclosed within the said
Township, called Golcar Hill, and that by
5

the Inclosure Award the Commissioners had
awarded for the use of the said inhabitants
unto James Hall the allotment thereinafter
described, " to the intent that he should
convey the same upon the trusts thereinafter
mentioned, that was upon trust for the
establishment and upkeep of a school for the
education of children and for the guidance of
the Trustees in the management thereof."
H is quite clear that although the School
was erected in 1816, the land upon which it
was built did not become legally vested in the
first Trustees until the 23rd September, 1823.
We now pass on to another Conveyance to
the Trustees dated 2nd April, 1839, by which
the allotment which had been allotted to the
S11rveyors of the Highways became legally
vested in the Trustees. This Conveyance
was made between Joseph Gill, of Jammy
Lane, Clothier; and Abraham Taylor, of
Window End, Crimble Clough, Clothier, who
were then Surveyors of the Highway, and
Matthew Sykes, John Pearson, William
Ramsden, John Lockwood, Daniel Ainley,
John Taylor, John Ramsden, and Daniel
Dyson, then the eight surviving Trustees
mentioned in the Conveyance of the 23rd
September, 1823. The Conveyance states
that under the Inclosure Award there had
been allotted to the Surveyors of Highways
for the repair of the highways an allotment
on Knowl Bank, containing 35 perches, and
that the stone therein had been exhausted,
and that the Surveyors in consideration of
£20 paid to them by the surviving Trustees
6

granted the said allotment to the surv1vmg
Trustees upon the trusts contained in the
before-mentioned Conveyance of the 23rd
September, 1823.
·
It may seem strange that the School was
erected by such of the inhabitants within the
Township as were resident on the north side
thereof. The explanation is that the inhabitants of the whole of the Township had
determined that provision should be made
for the education of all children in the
Township. The inhabitants on the north
side, that is on the side lying to the north-east
of Heath House Brook, determined to build
the Town School, and those on the west side
of that Brook the old school at Wellhouse,
which is shewn on an old plan of Golcar,
dated 1823. A third school was subsequently
built at Clough Head, for the children of
Clough Head and Scapegoat Hill. In this
way all the children in the districts mentioned
were provided for, so that none of them had
a great distance to go to school.
3.

GOLCAR AND NEIGHBOURHOOD
IN 1816.
It may be of interest to give a few particulars regarding the surroundings of the
School at the time it was built. There was
at that time an ancient enclosure of land
belonging to Sir Joseph Radcliffe, which
extended from the eastern boundary of the
School premises to the place where the
Junction Hotel now stands. There were no
buildings in this enclosure, nor were there any
7

buildings on the land on the opposite side of
the road between the School and the site of
the Junction Hotel. Near this site there
were some houses at Scar Head, but in the
whole length of Scar Lane (then a lane not
merely in name) there was not a single house
until the Dolphin Inn was reached, just below
the present Royal Hotel, and on the same
side of the road. A little lower down, on the
opposite side, stood Mill Row, the residence
of Mr. Matthew Sykes, a figure that loomed
large in the public life of Golcar a hundred
years ago, and, as we shall see later, a Trustee
of the Golcar Town School. It may here be
remarked that Milnsbridge was an eminently
desirable residential quarter at that time, one
of its few residents being Sir Joseph Radcliffe,
who lived at the large house, afterwards
known as Armitage House.
Coming back to the neighbourhood of the
School, about 150 yards or so above the
western boundary of the School premises,
stood the old building now known as the
"House of Lords," which was then occupied
as a Drysalter' s Shop. Beyond this was
another close of land belonging to Sir Joseph
Radcliffe, on which was erected the old
covered shed recently pulled down, and the
old stables occupied along with the Rose and
Crown Inn. This ancient hostelry then
belonged to Sir Joseph Radcliffe, and was
occupied as tenant by James Hall, to whom,
as we have seen, the piece of land upon which
the School and schoolhouse are erected was
allotted by the Inclosure Award to the intent
8

that he should convey it to the Trustees of
the School. The close of land upon which
the old stables were erected was subsequently
given by Sir Joseph Radcliffe as the site for
the Church School, but the old covered shed
was retained as an adjunct to the Rose and
Crown Inn, so that teamers could pull their
horses, carts, and waggons off the public
highway, and the horses could eat their corn
under cover, whilst the teamers partook of
refreshments in the inn. Proceeding further
westward, there was a close of land called
the " Pinnacle," which then belonged to
Ashworth's Trustees, and now forms part of
the Church School premises. The remainder
of the " Pinnacle " now forms the site of
Clifton House and the grounds occupied
therewith. On the opposite side of th'1 road
to the " Pinnacle" was the house occupied by
Mr. John Fisher, Cloth Finisher, the father
of Mr. Mark Fisher, with the Cloth Finisher's
Shop in the rear. Next came the house
formerly occupied as a Grocer's Shop by
Joseph Garside, who subsequently removed
to Westwood. This house was afterwards
occupied by Dr. Joseph Webster, and subsequently by his son, Dr. A. G. Webster.
Then came the old buildings erected on the
site of the Manor House and grounds. Next
came a field belonging to Samuel Walker,
now forming the site of the Vicarage grounds
and the Church, and then two small pieces of
land purchased in the year 1858, and added
to the churchyard.
A number of houses bordered the road on
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both sides at Town End and there were small
clusters of houses at intervals down Ley
Moor. The Ridings, as a residential quarter,
then hardly existed, while houses were dotted
on the slope past Handel Street (as now
known) and Scarhouse.
The canal was even then in existence,
'having been opened for traffic through Standedge in 1811, while the railway was a luxury
unthought of. The degree of purity of the
waters of the Colne in those days may be
judged from the fact that baskets of fish were
drawn from the river, and the Baptists of
Pole Moor Chapel, the only one in the
neighbourhood, resorted to its banks for
immersion. A recent writer adds : " Hardy
the fish and firm the faith that would to-day
brave the waters of the Colne."
There was no place of worship in the
Township when the School was built. The
nearest place where people could attend was
the Church at Longwood, erected in 1749 on
land given by Sir Joseph Radcliffe, which had
to serve Longwood, Quarmby, Golcar, Milnsbridge and part of Linthwaite. Longwood
Church was the recognised place where Vestry
Meetings were held for transacting the
business of the Township of Golcar, electing
surveyors of the highways, passing surveyor's
accounts, and other parish business. Notices
of Parish Meetings were given out in the
church and posted on the church door, as
this was then the only place of worship in the
district where such notices could legally be
posted. If any of the inhabitants wished to
10

be married, they went to the Parish Church
at Huddersfield, and when they died they
were usually buried there, unless they resided
in the west part of the Township, when they
were buried at Slaithwaite. As to the other
places of worship then in existence or built
soon after, it may be here mentioned that
Pole Moor Baptist Chapel was erected in
1790, Golcar Church in 1830, and the Golcar
Baptist Chapel in 1835.
John Wesley visited Huddersfield and
district towards the middle of the 18th
Century, . but whether he actually preached
in Golcar is not known. This is what he says
of the people of this neighbourhood: "~A
wilder people I never saw in England. I
preached near Huddersfield (would it be
Golcar ?) to the wildest congregation that I
have seen in Yorkshire. Yet they were
rest.rained as by an unseen hand."
The people had just passed through that
terrible time known as the " Rising of the
Luddites." Trade was bad, bread was dear,
and money scarce. There was no railway,
and when people went abroad they had to
walk. The roads were bad, and on winter
nights were very dangerous. The people had
to use candles for artificial light, and these
were dear, on account of the tax upon them.
When people went about at nights, they had
to take a lantern with them, in which a short
piece of candle was placed. It was a common
practice for people to meet in each other's
houses on winter nights, and sit round the
fire and talk by fire-light, to save the cost of
11

candles. The nearest places where newspapers were published were Leeds and
Manchester, and there was a heavy tax upon
them. School books were very dear and
very scarce, on account of the duty on paper.
Exercise books, school furniture and equipment of various kinds, such as we have to-day
were non-existent. History, grammar, geography and drawing were not taught. Children
were taught the letters of the alphabet either
by the.horn book or a spelling book, the teacher
pointing first to the capital and then to the
small letters, and repeating them until the
children knew them by sight. In some
schools the children repeated the alphabet
together in the following manner : A, B, C, D, E, F, G,
H, I, J, K, L, M, N, 0, P,
L, M, N, 0, P, Q, R, S, T,
U, V, W, X, Y, Z.
After learning the alphabet, the next book
was one called "Reading made easy," which
contained words of two, three, or more
syllables. The name of this book was contracted to "Readymadeasy." The multiplication tables were repeated by the children
together. There were very few books in the
homes of the people. They usually consisted
of the Bible, the New Testament, the Common
Prayer Book, the Christian Psalmody, and
Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress."
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